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Abstract. With the help of a 2.5D Particle In Cell (PIC) simulation code,3
we investigate the physics of the acceleration of auroral electrons, through4
the interaction of an isolated Alfven wave packet with a plasma density cav-5
ity. The cavity is edged by density gradients perpendicular to the magnetic6
eld. We show that a single passing of an isolated wave packet over a (in-7
nite) cavity creates an electron beam. It triggers local current and beam-8
plasma instabilities, and small scale coherent electric structures. The energy9
ux of downgoing electrons is signicantly increased, whereas upgoing elec-10
trons are also accelerated, even if no beam is formed. Accelerated electrons11
remain after the passage of the Alfvenic pulse, allowing the observation of12
energetic particles without any signicant electromagnetic perturbation. The13
dependence of this process on the electron to ion mass ratio is consistent with14
its control by inertial eects.15
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1. Introduction
Early models of auroral particle acceleration were based on quasi-static parallel electric16
elds, accelerating electrons and ions in opposite directions, with roughly the same narrow17
distribution in energy [Block and Falthammar , 1990]. Other evidences of accelerated elec-18
trons, with broader distributions in energy and direction, have shown the importance of19
time-varying electric elds [Hultqvist et al., 1988], possibly carried by Alfven waves [Kletz-20
ing et al., 1994]. Deep plasma cavities above the Earth auroral zone are a privileged place21
for electron acceleration [Hilgers et al., 1992] and the subsequent turbulence, characterized22
by electrostatic coherent structures such as double layers and solitary waves [Bostrom et23
al., 1988; Eriksson et al., 1997]. With the Freja spacecraft, is was shown that these regions24
are pervaded by Alfven wave packets (termed as Solitary Kinetic Alfven Waves, SKAW).25
Measurements have shown that these waves carry a Poynting ux large enough to acceler-26
ate electrons at auroral energies if this ux is to be eciently dissipated through a relevant27
mechanism [Louarn et al., 1994; Volwerk et al., 1996]. Coincident satellite measurements28
of elds and particles demonstrate that, as functions of increasing auroral activity, 25-39%29
of the total electron energy deposited in the ionosphere may be attributed to the action30
of Alfven waves [Chaston et al., 2007]. Hull et al. [2010] performed a case study of the31
development of an acceleration region based on multi-point Cluster observations in the32
high altitude auroral zone, across the plasma sheet and into the polar cap. They rst33
identify an Alfven wave dominated system, with its typical broad spectrum of accelerated34
particles, in the vicinity of a plasma cavity. After Alfvenic acceleration the signature35
(the so-called inverted V) of particles accelerated by a quasi-static structure, such as a36
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strong double layer is observed. This suggest that the Alfvenic acceleration process could37
act as a precursor to the quasi-static process. These phenomenons were associated to a38
poleward boundary intensication of the auroral arcs seen by an ultraviolet camera. Hull39
et al. [2010] performed an analysis of the small-scale Alfvenic currents and noticed that,40
in the inertial dispersive range, they are damped. In their conclusion, the authors suggest41
that this might be due to Landau damping, near and above the high altitude acceleration42
region. In the present paper we propose a dierent interpretation: the current attenua-43
tion would be the result of a transfer of energy from the wave to the electrons, with the44
local heating of electrons, and formation of accelerated electron beams, associated to the45
generation of a parallel (to the ambient magnetic eld) electric eld.46
There is a precise reason why this Alfvenic current dissipation through electron accel-47
eration would occur at the inertial scale. According to the MHD theory, an Alfven wave48
could not accelerate particles along the ambient magnetic eld ~B0 because the parallel49
electric eld (Ek) is null. Within the MHD framework, wavelengths are long compared to50
the inertial length c=!pe and to the ion Larmor radius i, i.e. k?c=!pe << 1 or k?i << 1,51
where k? is the perpendicular (to ~B) wave vector, !pe is the electron plasma frequency,52
c is the speed of light, and i is the ion Larmor radius (i = mivti=eB, mi is the ion53
mass). Beyond the MHD approximation, there exists two regimes of parameters where54
Alfven waves can carry a parallel electric eld. This is when k?c=!pe  1 or k?i  155
[Goertz , 1984]. In the Earth auroral zone, the plasma beta  = 20p=B
2
0  me=mi, and56
one deduces that i!pe=c = (mi=me)
1=2 < 1; the condition k?c=!pe  1 is then reached57
before k?i  1. At such scales, an Alfven wave carries a parallel electric eld, given for58
a plane wave by the relation:59
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This parallel electric eld has a functional form similar to those of the other elds, i.e.60
sinusoidal, with the same wavelength.61
Therefore, most of the theories of auroral acceleration by waves are based on inertial62
Alfven waves (see for instance Kletzing et al. [1994]; Lysak et al. [1996];Watt et al. [2008]).63
Bridging with the early models cited at the beginning of the introduction, we can see now64
that the time varying electric elds associated to the non stationary acceleration structures65
[Hultqvist et al., 1988] are, in many cases, identied as inertial Alfven wave electric elds.66
Before concluding that such waves can accelerate electrons, one must question the origin67
of the oblique component k? of the wave vector. An explanation based on the properties68
of plasma cavities has been proposed [Genot et al., 1999]. When an Alfven wave, initially69
in pure parallel propagation (k? = 0), propagates upon a perpendicular density gradient,70
the wave front is bent (phase mixing) as propagation is faster in the low density region71
than the denser one. In that case, there is a parallel electric eld quite similar to the one72
of an inertial Alfven wave: in the above formula, k? may be replaced by @x lnn (n is the73
plasma density, and @x is a spatial derivative perpendicularly to the magnetic eld). The74
role of density cavities on the formation of narrow-scale Alfven waves has been conrmed75
recently with a three dimensional linear model of the auroral ux tube [Lysak et al., 2008].76
Therefore the parallel electric eld could be partly explained by a propagation eect77
of Alfven waves on the borders of the plasma cavities, where the perpendicular density78
gradients are large.79
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A set of numerical simulations showed that parallel electric elds rst develop on the80
(rather long) Alfven wavelength and accelerates strongly a minority of electrons [Genot81
et al., 2000]. Then an unstable electron beam is formed which triggers current and beam82
instabilities. The non-linear evolution shows the formation of electron holes structures83
and associated coherent (small scale) electrostatic structures observed in auroral cavities84
by many spacecraft [Genot et al., 2001, 2004]. More recently a comparative study con-85
ducted with FAST data [Chaston et al., 2006] revealed that predictions of the present86
model were actually observed (electron acceleration on the density gradients, wave focus-87
ing in the cavity, ...). On the simulation side, analog results were found independently by88
Tsiklauri et al. [2005]. However these simulations were initialized with a sinusoidal AW89
(one wavelength covering the parallel length of the simulation domain), whereas observed90
SKAW propagate as isolated wave packets (see for instance observations by the Freja91
spacecraft in Louarn et al. [1994]; Volwerk et al. [1996]). To obtain a quantication of92
the acceleration process according to the previous scenario for more realistic conditions,93
it is therefore crucial to wonder whether a localized input (the Alfven pulse) may still94
trigger sucient acceleration to power the aurora, i.e. whether energy transfer from the95
wave to the electrons may still take place over a reduced distance along eld lines. The96
present paper is addressing this broad question by analysing the propagation of Alfven97
wave packets upon a density gradient. Investigating the process at work in such a cong-98
uration with the help of a kinetic code which retains non-linearities (for a description of99
the PIC code see Mottez et al. [1998]), we shall set a bridge between the work of Genot100
et al. [1999] which included a localized Alfvenic pulse, but considered only the bi-uid101
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approach (via linearized equations), and the self-consistent work of Genot et al. [2004]102
where Alfven waves were purely sinusoidal.103
The numerical method and the sets of simulation parameters are given in Section 2104
whereas the pulse propagation is tested in Section 3. Electron and ion acceleration are105
evidenced in Section 4.1, followed in Section 4.2 by an analysis of the plasma turbulence106
generated by accelerated electrons. In Section 4.3, we determine which part of the wave107
spectrum contributes most eciently to the acceleration. Section 5 is devoted to the dis-108
cussion of our results compared to other similar, but contradicting, simulations [Tsiklauri ,109
2007], and we conclude in Section 6.110
2. Numerical method and parameters
Following Genot et al. [2000, 2001, 2004] the numerical simulations make use of an111
electromagnetic PIC code that takes into account the motion of the electron guiding112
center and the full ion motion [Mottez et al., 1998].113
The 2D simulation domain is dened by the rectangular coordinate system (x, y). The114
direction x is the direction of the ambient magnetic eld B0 and corresponds to the115
longest side of the simulation domain. The vectors are tri-dimensional, with a component116
z perpendicular to the simulation box.117
The physical variables are reduced to dimensionless variables. Time (the inverse of)118
and frequencies are normalized by the electron plasma frequency !p0 which corresponds119
to a reference background electron density n0. Velocities are normalized to the speed120
of light c, and the magnetic eld is given in terms of the dimensionless electron giro-121
frequency !ce=!p0. The mass unit is the electron mass me. Therefore, the units are c=!p0122
for distances, !p0=c for wave vectors, e for charges, en0 for the charge density, c!ce=!p0123
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for the electric eld, and ce=!p0 for the magnetic moment  of the electrons. In the124
following parts of the paper, all equations, numerical values and gures are expressed125
in this system of units. Let us note that the reference density n0 (or plasma frequency126
!p0) is a free parameter and may therefore be xed arbitrarily; other plasma parameters127
are consequently deduced from this choice. For instance, setting n0 = 10 cm
 3 leads to128
B0 = 4T for a magnetization given by !ce=!p0 = 4 typical of the auroral region.129
We present results from six simulations : run A to run F. Run A is set initially with130
an Alfven wave packet which propagates upon an homogeneous plasma. The other sim-131
ulations are set with Alfven waves (a wave packet or a sinusoidal wave) which propagate132
in an innite plasma cavity extended along the magnetic eld direction, and delimited by133
two strong density gradients perpendicular to the magnetic eld.134
The simulations are initialized with the sum of 8 (or 1) sinusoidal waves with a maximum135
at x = 0. The waves have a right-hand circular polarization. In run A and run B, By(x)136
at t=0 is a sum of eight sinus of equal amplitude and Bz(x) the sum of eight cosines of137
the same amplitude, given by the wave magnetic eld B = 0:032B0 where B0 = 4:0 is138
the background magnetic eld amplitude (or !ce=!p0 = 4). In run D and run E a single139
sinusoidal wave is initially set with an amplitude B = 0:0904  B0, such that the runs140
A, B, D, E have the same initial magnetic energy. (The sum iB
2
i has the same value141
in the four simulations, where i is the index of the monochromatic waves that contribute142
to the wave packet.) Setting the same magnetic energy in these simulations allows for143
a better comparison of the energy transfer from the waves to the particles, because, at144
least in the MHD approximation, the wave Poynting ux of AW, S = Sk = B2VA=0, is145
proportional to the magnetic energy density B2.146
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In run A and run B, wavelengths are  = 0=m where 0 = 409:6 and m varies from147
1 to 8. Only the larger wavelength of run B is kept in run D, while the smallest is kept148
in run E. The phase velocities vary from 0.4529 for the shortest wave to 0.2257 for the149
longest, i.e. the dispersion is non-negligible. The ideal MHD Alfven velocity is150
VA = B=
p
0 = 0:2 is smaller; it does not represent accurately the propagation151
of these waves for which inertial eects are eective. The polarization of the 8152
sinusoidal waves is described in details in the appendix of [Mottez , 2008].153
The size of the whole simulation domain is 4096x 128y, where x = y = 0:1 is154
the size of the grid cells.155
Mottez [2003] have shown, in the context of Vlasov-Maxwell formalism, that the gradi-156
ents of the auroral plasma cavity can be modelized as tangential discontinuities, in spite of157
a non-scalar pressure tensor that cannot be characterized through the MHD theory [Mot-158
tez , 2004]. Run B contains a plasma cavity whose area of largest depth, nmin=nmax = 0:2159
is a channel of innite length, and 12y broad. The edges of the cavity are smoothed with160
a gaussian prole. The electron thermal velocity (in and outside the cavity) is vte = 0:1161
(ion and electron temperatures are equal). The ion to electron mass ratio is varied from162
mi=me = 100 (run C) to mi=me = 400 (in runs A, B, D, E). There are  26106 particles163
of each species corresponding to an average of 50 particles per cell. There are 2048 time164
steps in the simulation, dened by t = 0:2, corresponding to a time lapse tmax = 409:6.165
3. Test bench for the pulse propagation
The pulse propagation in a uniform plasma has been tested with the simulation run166
A. Figure 1 shows the Ey(x; y(x; t); t) transverse component of the electric eld along167
the direction x, as a function of time for this simulation. Initially, the line dened by168
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y(x; 0) = 5 is in the middle of the density gradient. Displacing it with the same velocity169
as the plasma allows to keep it inside the region of transverse density gradient. Therefore,170
considering the MHD approximation, we move this line with the velocity ~v = ~E  ~B=B2.171
Practically, y(x; t) is the solution of dty(x; t) = Ez(x; y; t)=Bx(x; y; t).172
We can see that the superposition of the 8 waves is like a single Alfvenic pulse (and173
a residual short wavelength sinusoidal wave). It propagates with dispersion, but on the174
timescale of the simulation, we can still clearly identify a wave packet. (A longer simulation175
box and more computing time would allow for longer wavelengths, and a less dispersive176
Alfven wave packet, as in MHD.) Initializing the wave packet with a sum of 8 waves with177
an amplitude distribution tting a Gaussian shape, instead of a sum of 8 waves of equal178
amplitudes, would make a smoother and better localized wave packet. Nevertheless, wave179
packets observed on-board satellites, such as in [Louarn et al., 1994], do not specically180
exhibit a Gaussian shape.181
In run A, the initial density is uniform. It is not the case for other simulations. The182
electron density in run B is shown on the Fig. 2, for three dierent times ti corresponding183
to the beginning, (approximately) the middle and the end of the simulation. To help184
the reader to understand the Fig. 3, we have drawn the line y(x; ti) on Fig. 2. Figure 2185
shows that the perpendicular displacement of the cavity maximizes where the wave packet186
amplitude also maximizes. This motion is magnied by the aspect ratio of the gure187
(corresponding to dimensions 409:6 12:8), it is actually less important than it looks on188
the gure. We can see on Fig. 2 that to a good approximation, the iso-density areas follow189
the two y(x; t) lines superimposed to the gradient. This proves that the motion of the190
cavity is mainly controlled by the ~E ~B=B2 drift of the plasma induced by the (Alfvenic191
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pulse) electromagnetic eld as expected. Is the cavity depth and prole modied by the192
Alfvenic pulse ? On Fig. 2, we can compare, for instance the cavity at time t = 0 (for any193
value of x since it is initially uniform in that direction), and at time t = 409:6. At this194
late time, the Alfvenic pulse is in the middle of the simulation box (around x = 200), and195
we can see that for x < 200, where the pulse has already passed, the cavity has the same196
depth and the same transverse shape (i.e. along the y axis) as at t = 0. In other words,197
the passage of the wave packet does not destroy the plasma cavity. This conrms the198
results shown in previous works, conducted with only one sinusoidal wave [Genot et al.,199
2001, 2004]. It is at odds with Sydorenko et al. [2008] in which numerical simulations of200
an Alfven wave packet of high amplitude propagating in the ionospheric Alfven resonator201
are conducted. Contrary to the present work, they initialized a wave with a transverse202
wave vector. The particle motion is computed under more restrictive simplications as203
in our code, but, reciprocally, their simulations include a real mass ratio and longitudinal204
density gradients, where our simulations are initially homogeneous along the ambient205
magnetic eld direction. As expected in the inertial Alfven wave regime, acceleration206
occurs. This acceleration is accompanied, for small enough wavelength (its does not work207
with the fundamental mode), by the creation of a density depletion in a small area at208
low altitude, where the accelerating parallel electric eld reaches its highest amplitude.209
The density depletion is caused here by the accelerated plasma being expelled from the210
acceleration region (a depression of about 50% may be formed). In our simulation, the211
acceleration process does not destroy the cavity, but it does not dig it either. This may212
be a consequence of the homogeneity of the plasma in the longitudinal direction, that is213
also the direction of plasma acceleration.214
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Figure 3 shows Ey(x; y(x; t); t) for run B. The waves are the same as in run A, but they215
are set upon the density channel. The situation becomes more complex, because their216
polarization is those of Alfven waves uniquely for the density outside the cavity. Inside217
the cavity, other wave modes can be triggered. We can see that some waves are emitted218
backward, especially for short wavelengths. Nevertheless, the gure is still dominated by219
the Alfven wave packet that propagates from left to right. As we can see, there is more220
dispersion than in run A. In the end of run B, the wave packet is still recognizable, but is221
severely aected. We can see on that gure that the pulse has traveled across a222
distance of 200, over a duration of 409. The corresponding velocity is vP  0:5.223
This is the value that we adopt in the following parts of the present paper,224
when we need to characterize the pulse propagation velocity.225
4. Quantication of the acceleration
4.1. Particle energy ux
The signicant dierence between run A and run B concerns the parallel electric eld.226
In run A (not shown) it is absent. In run B, no parallel electric eld is set initially, but it227
develops naturally, as a consequence of the phase mixing on the density gradients. A map228
of the parallel electric eld Ex(x; y) is shown on Fig. 5 for three dierent times. From229
an initial vanishing value, a localized structure develops as the Alfvenic pulse propagates.230
The Ex electric eld is mainly localized in and around the density depletion, and its231
structure is time dependent. This evolution may also be traced on Fig. 6 that displays232
Ex(x; y(x; t); t). At time zero, it is null everywhere, but a bipolar structure soon emerges233
with the characteristic size of the wave packet. In the linear regime, the scale of the234
parallel electric eld is given by the characteristic scale of the incoming eld, Ey, as it can235
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be seen on Fig. 3. After time t = 200, small scale structures appear. This is a signature236
of a non-linear evolution of the system. We can notice rst a peak of parallel electric eld,237
that propagate at the same speed as the wave packet, soon followed by a bunch of less238
intense structures that propagate slightly slower, and preceded by small amplitude fast239
structures. All these structures emerge from the wave packet. The parallel electric eld is240
able to accelerate electrons along the ambient magnetic eld (x direction), as can be seen241
on Fig. 7. This gure shows the electron distribution function fe(x; vx) integrated over242
y. The gure is in log-scale, it provides a good way to show the creation of a minority of243
fast electrons, with velocities vx up to 8vte.244
According to Semeter et al. [2001], the intensity of an auroral arc is quasi-proportional245
to the ux of electron kinetic energy across a surface, dened as an integral over the246
velocity space247
F (x) =
Z
v02v0xf(~v
0; x; y0)d3~v0dy0: (2)
To evaluate the eciency of the acceleration process seen in the simulations, we have248
evaluated this ux. Practically, we compute a sum over the macro-particles,249
F (x) = Sv
2vx (3)
where S is a subset of particles. Let x0; y0 be their coordinates, S is restricted to the250
particles such as xmin < x
0 < xmax. In order to have sucient statistics, but a reasonable251
spatial resolution, we have chosen xmin = x 10x and xmax = x+10x. In order to focus252
on the acceleration process, that happens essentially in and around the density depletion,253
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we have also computed uxes for particles with y0 in the middle half of the simulation254
box, (between 0:25Ly and 0:75Ly). There is no selection of the particles based on their255
velocities. All the particles (thermal and suprathermal) are included in the computation256
of the ux.257
We have computed four distinct components of the electron kinetic energy ux. They258
are Feu, computed with the upgoing particles only, Fed with downgoing particles only,259
Fecu with the upgoing particles only with y
0 in the middle half of the simulation box (in260
and around the density channel), and Fecd with downgoing particles only in the middle261
half of the box.262
Figure 8 is a plot of the time evolution of these four components, for x = 102:4, in the263
simulation run B. Of course, as the centered uxes Fecd and Fecu are computed with a264
smaller number of particles, their amplitude is smaller too (proportional to the ratio of265
the number of particles in the two areas; the two sets of particles have the same initial266
velocity distributions). We can see that at time 100, the wave packet approaches the267
surface x = 102:4, and a faint uctuation of the uxes appears. At time 200, the bulk of268
the Alfvenic pulse crosses the surface of interest, and this corresponds to the maximum269
of the ux intensication. Then, the uxes decrease. When the pulse has left the surface270
of interest, the uxes are higher than in the initial conditions, showing that the eect of271
the acceleration can be felt even after the pulse crossing. Comparing the centered uxes272
Fecd; Fecu and the total uxes Fed; Feu, we can see that the relative increase of ux is more273
pronounced in the middle of the box, on the density gradients, than just close to it. The274
ux Fecd is increased by a factor 4.3, while Fed is amplied by a 2.25 only. As there are less275
particles in the middle than on the sides of the cavity we conclude that the acceleration276
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occurs in the center of the box, the plasma cavity region. This conrms the role of the277
plasma cavity in the acceleration process.278
The comparison of the upward and of the downward uxes shows that the acceleration279
occurs in the two directions, but mainly in the direction of propagation of the Alfvenic280
pulse, i.e. downward. If this was a resonant process of acceleration, we would have281
only acceleration for particles with a velocity close to the Alfvenic pulse velocity (i.e.282
downward). The observation of an upward ux shows that the process involved here is283
not purely resonant. Nevertheless, the fact that downward acceleration is more ecient284
is somehow resonant, as it is due to the fact that the particles with an initially downward285
velocity see the accelerating electric eld carried by the wave during a longer time than286
the upgoing particles.287
Figure 9 is a similar plot for the proton energy uxes. We can see that the ions are288
accelerated. The ux of the downward protons increases by a factor 1.6. It is 2.7 times less289
than for the electrons. Proton distribution functions (not shown) do not exhibit any ion290
beam; this is consistent with a weaker acceleration eciency for the protons. On Fig. 9, we291
can also notice that the dierence between upward and downward energy uxes is smaller292
than for the electrons. This is due to the fact that the dierence of upward and downward293
ion velocities is smaller than for the electrons. When it is compared to the Alfven wave294
packet velocity, we have 2vte=vP  0:36 for the electrons, and 2vti=vP  0:018 for the ions,295
where we have taken vP = 0:5 for the wave packet. Therefore, the dierence of time spent296
by the upgoing and the downgoing ions in the acceleration region (that moves with the297
waves) is weak compared to the case of the electrons, and the upgoing and the downgoing298
ion accelerations have approximately the same eciency. Tsiklauri et al. [2005] made a299
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series of simulations, in the context of Solar physics, that presents similarities with the300
simulations presented here and in previous papers (see [Mottez et al., 2006] for a detailed301
comparison). In [Tsiklauri et al., 2005], plots of the ion distribution functions show a302
broadening that is not seen in our simulations. In Run A for instance, we can see only an303
increase by 5% of the ion perpendicular thermal speed. Actually, when Tsiklauri et al.304
[2005] analyzed the contribution of this broadening to the energy budget, they found no305
contribution, because the kinetic energies in the directions y and z oscillate in anti-phase.306
Therefore, they conclude that there is no ion acceleration in their simulations and that307
the ion distribution broadening is due to the usual velocity perturbations associated to308
the AW. Why is there a distribution broadening in their simulations, and not in ours ?309
In [Mottez , 2008], the perturbation of the velocity elds associated to the AW is given, in310
the frame of the cold bi-uid plasma theory. This is the perturbation used for the initial311
conditions of the simulations of the present study. The ion velocity perturbations (given312
in code units) are313
Vpy(x) = Scp1By(x) and Vpz(x) = cp1Bz(x) (4)
where cp1 =  Sme=(! + S!ci)k!mp where S = 1 depends on the polarization (right or314
left-handed). We can see that for a weak ion to electron mass ratio (16 in [Tsiklauri et315
al., 2005]) this perturbation is strong, while for a larger mass ratio (400 in the present316
study), the ion velocity perturbation is lower. Therefore, we can conclude that there is317
no signicant ion acceleration in the present simulations, and this result agrees with the318
analysis conducted by other authors.319
Where are the accelerated electrons ? On Fig. 7 there is a peak of high energy electron320
density at the same (moving) location as the wave packet. In order to localize the321
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positions of the accelerated electrons within the wave packet, we invite the322
reader to compare Fig. 7 with Figures 4 and 5 that display the perpendicular323
(Ey(x; y)) and parallel (Ex(x; y)) electric elds at the same times. The elec-324
trons can reach a velocity 0:8 = 8vte, and the wave packet velocity is vP  0:5,325
therefore many of the accelerated electrons propagate, at least temporarily, in326
front of the wave packet. Actually, a comparison with Fig. 4 shows that the327
wave packet, as seen with Ey is very extended. On the contrary, the parallel328
electric eld Ex, seen on Fig. 5, has a very localized structure with peaks of329
high amplitude spread over a distance  50 only (the smaller peaks of parallel330
electric eld are discussed in section 4.2). At time 409, they are localized331
around x = 200, and this is precisely where we can see, on Fig. 7, the largest332
number of accelerated particles. The population of accelerated particles ex-333
tends on the two sides of this area, with the most energetic particles ahead of334
it. In that situation, a space probe passing below an acceleration region would335
measure the energetic downgoing electrons slightly before the parallel electric336
eld of the Alfven wave at the origin of their acceleration. This is possible only337
if the Alfven wave velocity is comparable to the electron velocity (here vA  3vte). This338
does not happen in the high altitude auroral zone (10 000 km) as seen for instance from339
the Viking, Cluster or Polar spacecrafts, where vA is of the order of c, but it is possible at340
lowest altitudes (1000 km) in the regions that have been explored by Freja, for instance.341
4.2. Coherent structures
We have seen on Fig. 6 that after time 200, the cascade from large scale to small scale342
parallel electric eld structures becomes visible. This eect was already seen in previous343
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studies, with a sinusoidal Alfven wave [Genot et al., 2001, b]. When looking at Fig. 7,344
we can see that the small scale electric eld structures are associated to vortices in the345
phase space. These vortices have a suprathermal velocity comparable to the wave packet346
velocity. Similarly to the analysis developed in Genot et al. [2004], we infer that they are a347
consequence of the nonlinear evolution of an electron beam plasma instability. The beam348
is formed by the fastest electrons which quit the acceleration region (the packet) ahead of349
it. To assess the triggering of this instability we use the criterion derived by Gary [1985]:350
vthe beam
vdrift beam


ne beam
ne
1=3
(5)
where vthe beam is the beam thermal velocity, vdrift beam is the beam drift velocity,351
ne beam is the beam density and ne is the core density. Using the electron distribution352
function at time 179.2 and x =102.4 (see the second panel of Figure 7), for which small353
scale structures are already present, we deduce the following parameters: vthe beam = 0:04,354
vdrift beam = 0:69, ne beam = 0:026, and ne = 1:21, which readily satisfy the above355
criterion.356
Similarly to the small amplitude case studied in Genot et al. [2004] we do not observe357
signatures of a Buneman instability. This instability is a consequence of a large velocity358
drift of the electron distribution with respect to the ion one and is triggered in the presence359
of a parallel electric eld of suciently large amplitude and installed on long spatial scale.360
This does not happen with a localized pulse of reasonable amplitude.361
4.3. Eciency
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The wave packet is built initially as a sum of sinusoidal waves of various wavelengths362
with the same amplitude. This choice is arbitrary but facilitates the study of each wave363
mode eciency in the acceleration process.364
Run D was initialized with a single sinusoidal wave with the largest wavelength. Its365
amplitude was chosen in order to have the same initial wave energy as in runs A and B.366
No electron acceleration is observed in run D. On the contrary run E was initialized with367
a single sinusoidal wave, with the smallest wavelength. Fig 10 shows that it is an ecient368
electron accelerator. These two simulations indicate that the short Alfven wavelengths369
contribute more eciently to the electron acceleration. The issue is that the Alfven wave370
with short wavelengths is more dispersive (the non dispersive waves correspond to the371
case of the long MHD wavelengths), and do not favour the coherence of the Alfven wave372
packet over long distances. Therefore, for ecient acceleration by Alfven wave packets,373
there is a balance to nd, in terms of the size of the packets, between the dispersive eects,374
and the eciency of the electron acceleration.375
5. Inuence of the ion to electron mass ratio
Within the MHD framework (!  !ci) Alfven waves constitute a single mode. It is376
actually the degeneration of two dierent modes, with right-hand and left-hand circu-377
lar polarizations, whose dispersion relations become quite distinct at high frequencies.378
Tsiklauri [2007] performed simulations of acceleration by ion cyclotron waves, in the con-379
tinuation of the left-hand polarized Alfven wave branch. Our simulations are based on380
the propagation of right-hand polarized Alfven waves, in the low frequency part of the381
whistler branch. We made this choice because the right-hand polarized waves are less382
dispersive, more like the MHD waves usually involved in the literature. In particular with383
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the right-hand polarized mode, nothing special happens at frequencies close to the ion cy-384
clotron frequency. The observations of Solitary Kinetic Alfen Waves encourage us to think385
that, in the auroral zone, Alfven wave packets are only weakly dispersive. For left-hand386
polarized waves with a small wavelength -i.e. ion cyclotron waves- the case is dierent.387
The dispersive nature of the propagation constitutes an important aspect of the prob-388
lem, because the ion cyclotron frequency corresponds to a resonance. Tsiklauri [2007]389
has shown a coupling between the parallel electric eld and the perpendicular390
electric eld driven by the Alfven wave, that, for the left-hand polarized mode391
is strongly inuenced by ion gyrofrequency eects, with important consequences392
on the acceleration process. This is what he observed in his simulation, based on left-hand393
polarized waves. As the ion cyclotron frequency is inversely proportional to the ion to394
electron mass ratio, in order to characterize this resonnant eect, Tsiklauri [2007] per-395
formed several simulations in which the ion to electron mass ratio was varied. A result396
was that the acceleration process is less ecient with a higher ion to electron mass ratio,397
and they concluded that the acceleration is not controlled by the ion polarization drift398
amplitude (as with inertial Alfven waves) but by the ion cyclotron frequency. This is399
contrary to the interpretation developed in the present paper, and we explore below this400
contradiction.401
The inertial eect is caused by the ion polarization drift, that is proportional to the ion402
mass mi, and by the electron inertia, that is proportional to the inverse of the electron403
mass m 1e . Therefore, the inertial eects are a growing function of the ion to electron404
mass ratio. Therefore, a test on the dependency of the acceleration on the mass ratio405
helps to discriminate the control by the gyrofrequency (growing with me=mi) from the406
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control by inertial eects (growing with mi=me). Following Tsiklauri [2007], we have407
conducted a series of numerical simulations with the same parameters as in run B, except408
for the mass ratio. Fig 11 shows the time evolution of the maximum value of the parallel409
electric eld Ex, for simulations run B (mi=me = 400), run F (mi=me = 200), run C410
(mi=me = 100). In our simulations with right-hand polarized waves, it appears that when411
we increase the mass ratio, the growth of the parallel electric eld is more signicant.412
This property is compatible with the predominance of the inertial eect on the Alfven413
wave propagation. Figure 12 shows the energy ux of the downward electrons. Here414
again, we observe a larger electron acceleration for the largest mass ratio (400). The415
comparison of the acceleration for mass ratios of 100 and 200 is not so simple. Anyway,416
we do not observe that the acceleration is more ecient with a decreasing mass ratio.417
Our results are therefore dierent from those of Tsiklauri [2007]. Nevertheless, there is no418
contradiction in the physics, since we do not explore the same branch of wave propagation.419
Let us note that both our work and those by Tsiklauri [2007] were conducted with reduced420
ion to electron mass ratio. We can expect that for the real mass ratio, the eciency of421
the acceleration by right-hand polarized waves would be better than in run B. On the422
contrary, the acceleration provided through a cyclotron wave would be weaker, loosing423
importance among the auroral acceleration processes. Of course, modifying the mass ratio424
also changes the ion cyclotron period, as well as the Alfven velocity to electron thermal425
velocity ratio, that are important in both kinds of acceleration processes. Therefore,426
this simple test alone does not assess whether the process underlying acceleration in the427
simulations of the present paper is indeed caused by inertial eect. It simply gives a clue,428
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in response to Tsiklauri [2007]'s numerical experiments. A more thorough study of the429
inuence of the mass ratio will be proposed in a forthcoming study.430
6. Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we have conrmed that an Alfvenic pulse propagating downward along431
a plasma cavity is able to generate transverse small scales, and thanks to inertial eect,432
a parallel electric eld. This parallel electric eld causes a broad spectrum of accelerated433
electrons, mainly in the downward direction. The electrons are accelerated within the wave434
packet, but they can propagate faster, and be present at lower altitudes. The acceleration435
process increases the downward ux of kinetic energy of the electrons, and this should436
favour the triggering of optical auroras in the ionosphere. Short Alfvenic pulses (small437
wavelengths) accelerate the electrons more eciently than long ones. A short study of the438
eciency of the acceleration process as a function of the ion to electron mass conrms that439
the accelerating parallel electric eld is compatible with inertial eects (inertial Alfven440
wave triggered acceleration).441
Watt et al. [2010] performed a series of numerical simulations to evaluate the eciency442
of the shear Alfven waves in providing the electron energy ux that powers the aurora.443
They used a self consistent drift-kinetic code which allows to simulate a signicant portion444
of an auroral magnetic eld line, taking into account the variations of the magnetic eld445
strength and plasma density with altitude. By comparison, our simulation box is much446
smaller than that, and we do not take into account the convergence of the lines of force.447
Watt et al. [2010] took into account the ion polarization drift which induces the Alfven448
wave inertial eects, and produces, in their formulation, a scalar electric potential drop.449
Electrons are accelerated by a parallel electric force injected at the top of the simulation450
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box, which corresponds to those of an inertial Alfven wave packet. Further eects depend451
on the propagation of this wave packet along the converging magnetic eld lines, and the452
dynamics of the electrons. The authors have computed the electron energy ux, and they453
conclude that the input of energy given by the wave may be sucient to excite detectable454
auroras (in three cases, over the four studied), for a detection threshold set at 1 mW.m 2.455
The amplitude of the wave packet injected at the upper boundary is quite strong, with456
an associated parallel electric potential drop of several hundreds of Volts. However their457
Figure 7 shows that about 80% of the Poynting ux associated with the wave disappear in458
the very rst cells of their simulation box. The initialization procedure may be in cause: it459
seems that the the Alfven wave electromagnetic eld is included in the initial conditions,460
but not the associated perturbations of the electron and ion velocities. Therefore, we can461
expect that with a more consistent initialization of the Alfven wave packet, the eciency462
of the electron acceleration would be even better than claimed by the authors. The correct463
Alfven polarization is established quickly, but at the expense of the initial amplitude of464
the wave electromagnetic eld. Therefore, the true amplitude of the Alfven wave in their465
simulation does not corresponds to the one set at time 0, and used as a reference.466
Let us notice that the initial electron distribution in their simulations already contains467
an energetic tail, as it is modeled with a kappa distribution function. With the consider-468
ation of the plasma cavity interaction with the wave, the high energy tail of the electron469
distribution appears self-consistently.470
Comparing the work of Watt et al. [2010] and ours it appears that our simulations oer471
an insight into the origin of the parallel electric eld and the microscopic aspects of the472
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Alfvenic acceleration that cause auroras, while Watt et al. [2010] focus mainly on their473
macroscopic eects.474
In both studies it is shown that an Alfven wave packet can provide a signicant increase475
of the electron energy ux, favoring the excitation of observable polar auroras.476
The acceleration of electrons through the interaction of Alfven waves and plasma cavities477
is not bound to happen only in the Earth auroral zone although the Earth environment is478
the only region where, up to now, Alfvenic processes have been observed in situ. Indeed,479
since the pioneering work of Heyvaerts and Priest [1983], many theoretical works have480
been devoted to Alfvenic acceleration on transverse density gradients in the Sun corona.481
Recent works have been specically devoted to non-MHD eets [Tsiklauri et al., 2005;482
McClements and Fletcher , 2009; Bian and Kontar , 2011]. There are also observational483
evidences that Alfven waves can accelerate electrons in the vicinity of Io and Jupiter [Hess484
et al., 2007] sometimes combined with other acceleration structures [Hess et al., 2009].485
However in the Jovian case, it is not obvious that the plasma cavities are the sources486
of the inertial eects [Mottez et al., 2010] and it is possible that they result from wave487
lamentation at the border of the Io plasma torus [Hess et al., 2010].488
Up to now, we are not aware of any measurement of the length scale of the auroral489
cavities along the magnetic eld. In our simulations, it has been considered as innite.490
We plan to simulate the eect of Alfvenic pulses propagating over nite size auroral491
cavities, and evaluate the eciency of the acceleration mechanism according to the ratio492
between the characteristic length scales of the cavity and of the Alfvenic pulse. We are493
also interested to see if waves of stronger amplitude can contribute to regenerate or to494
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destroy the plasma cavities. These topics are currently under study and will be presented495
in a forthcoming paper.496
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run mi=me cavity size Nmode Bmax=B0
A 400 no cavity 8 0.0320
B 400 409.60 1.20 8 0.0320
C 100 409.60 1.20 8 0.0320
D 400 409.60 1.20 1 (large) 0.0904
E 400 409.60 1.20 1 (small) 0.0904
F 200 409.60 1.20 8 0.0320
Table 1. Simulation parameters. Bmax=B0 is set in order to have the same initial
magnetic energy in all simulations.
Figure 1. Run A: temporal stack plot of the transverse electric eld Ey(x; t) along a
eld line (x horizontal axis).
Figure 2. Run B: map of the density at times (a) t =0, (b) t =179, and (c) t =409.
The line corresponds to a curve of equation y = Y (x; t) along the density gradient.
Figure 3. Run B: transverse electric eld Ey(x; t) along the curve y = Y (x; t) shown
on Fig 2. The time is on the vertical axis, and x is on the horizontal axis.
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Figure 4. Run B: Map of the perpendicular electric eld Ey(x; y) at the same times
as in Fig. 2.
Figure 5. Run B: Map of the parallel electric eld Ex(x; y) at the same times as in Fig.
2.
Figure 6. Run B: parallel electric eld Ex(x; t) along the curve y = Y (x; t) shown on
Fig 2. (Same axis as Fig. 3.)
Figure 7. Run B: electron distribution function fe(x; vx) in logarithmic scale, along the
curve y = Y (x; t) shown on Fig 2. The horizontal axis is the position x and the vertical
axis is the parallel velocity vx.
Figure 8. Run B: energy uxes of electrons (see Eq. 3) for x = 102:4. The ux Feu
(Fed) is computed with the upgoing (downgoing) particles only, and Fecu (Fecd) with the
upgoing (downgoing) particles in the middle half of the simulation box only.
Figure 9. Run B: energy uxes of ions. Same computations as in Fig. 8, but for the
ions.
Figure 10. Run E: electron distribution function fe(x; vx), as in Fig. 7.
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MOTTEZ & GENOT: ALFVEN PULSE IN CAVITY X - 33
Figure 11. Maximal value of the parallel electric eld, over the simulation box, as a
function of time. The three curves correspond to simulations with dierent mass ratios.
run B: mi=me = 400, run F: mi=me = 200, run C: mi=me = 100.
Figure 12. Electron energy ux of downgoing electrons Fecd, in the middle of the
simulation box (see Fig. 8; the red curves in both Figures are identical). The three
curves correspond to simulations with dierent mass ratios. run B: mi=me = 400, run F:
mi=me = 200, run C: mi=me = 100.
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